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Abstract 14 

 15 

The transcription factor ASCIZ (ATMIN, ZNF822) has an unusually high number of recognition motifs 16 

for the product of its main target gene, the hub protein LC8 (DYNLL1). Using a combination of 17 

biophysical methods, structural analysis by NMR and electron microscopy, and cellular transcription 18 

assays, we developed a model that proposes a concerted role of intrinsic disorder and multiple LC8 19 

binding events in regulating LC8 transcription. We demonstrate that the long intrinsically disordered C-20 

terminal domain of ASCIZ binds LC8 to form a dynamic ensemble of complexes with a gradient of 21 

transcriptional activity that is inversely proportional to LC8 occupancy. The preference for low 22 

occupancy complexes at saturating LC8 concentrations with both human and Drosophila ASCIZ 23 

indicates that negative cooperativity is an important feature of ASCIZ-LC8 interactions. The prevalence 24 

of intrinsic disorder and multivalency among transcription factors suggests that formation of 25 

heterogeneous, dynamic complexes is a widespread mechanism for tuning transcriptional regulation. 26 

 27 

 28 

Impact Statement  29 

 30 

Binding of multiple LC8 copies to the intrinsically disordered region of the transcription factor ASCIZ 31 

exemplifies a new and potentially widespread molecular mechanism for negative feedback regulation.  32 

  33 
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Introduction 34 

 35 

Regulation of transcriptional activity is essential for every biological process. Common mechanisms for 36 

regulation include post-translational modifications and/or cooperativity among multiple activators and 37 

repressors (Banerjee, 2003). Some transcription factors contain multiple regulatory sites for either post-38 

translational modifications (Meek & Anderson, 2009) or binding partners (Cantor & Orkin, 2002), and 39 

their activity is thus tuned by the combined action of these components. Recent studies have revealed a 40 

high degree of intrinsic disorder in transcription factors, indicating that the inherent dynamical behavior 41 

harbored by these structures is critical for these regulatory events to take place (J. Li et al., 2017; Liu et 42 

al., 2006; Minezaki, Homma, Kinjo, & Nishikawa, 2006). Our developing understanding suggests that the 43 

intrinsically disordered domains in transcription factors may provide a multivalent platform for the 44 

recruitment of regulatory binding partners (Currie et al., 2017; Shammas, 2017).  While the functional 45 

consequence of multivalent binding to an intrinsically disordered region has been described for a few 46 

transcription systems (Dyson & Wright, 2016; Uversky et al., 2009), it remains unclear for the vast 47 

majority of cases.  48 

 Human ASCIZ (ATMIN-Substrate Chk-Interacting Zn2+ finger) is an 88 kDa protein that has 49 

recently been identified as a transcription factor for the hub protein, LC8 (dynein light chain 8)(Jurado, 50 

Conlan, et al., 2012). Mice with mutations in ASCIZ that prevent LC8 transcription die in late 51 

embryogenesis and exhibit serious developmental defects in kidneys and lungs (Goggolidou, Hadjirin, et 52 

al., 2014; Goggolidou, Stevens, et al., 2014; Jurado et al., 2010). Drosophila ASCIZ knockouts die in 53 

early embryogenesis and localized knockdowns using RNAi show mitotic defects (Zaytseva et al., 2014). 54 

Mutant phenotypes in Drosophila, developing mouse B lymphocytes, and cultured cells are rescued by 55 

ectopic overexpression of LC8, demonstrating that the observed defects of ASCIZ knockouts are due to 56 

ASCIZ regulation of LC8 expression (Goggolidou, Stevens, et al., 2014; Jurado, Gleeson, et al., 2012; 57 

Zaytseva et al., 2014). In addition, it has recently been shown that a conditional knockout of LC8 almost 58 

perfectly copies the corresponding phenotypes of ASCIZ knockouts in mouse B cell development and B 59 
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cell lymphomagenesis (King et al., 2017; Wong et al., 2016). 60 

LC8 is a highly conserved 20.6 kDa protein homodimer (10.3 kDa monomer) that facilitates self-61 

association of its primarily disordered partners (Barbar, 2008; Barbar & Nyarko, 2014; S. A. Clark, 62 

Jespersen, Woodward, & Barbar, 2015) (Figure 1a). LC8 binding is associated with a range of cellular 63 

processes, from cell division to apoptosis, underscoring LC8’s essential role as a regulatory hub (Dunsch 64 

et al., 2012; Puthalakath, Huang, O'Reilly, King, & Strasser, 1999). LC8 preferentially binds to a 10-65 

amino acid motif in intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) containing highly conserved TQT residues at 66 

positions 7-9 (Barbar, 2008; Rapali, Radnai, et al., 2011) (Figure 1b). In complex with LC8, the otherwise 67 

intrinsically disordered motif adopts a ß-strand conformation (Benison, Karplus, & Barbar, 2007; Liang, 68 

Jaffrey, Guo, Snyder, & Clardy, 1999) (Figure 1a,b). Analysis of the 11 crystal structures of LC8 bound 69 

to short peptides containing the motif explains why the TQT residues are essential for binding: the Q is 70 

involved in interactions with both LC8 subunits in the dimer, while both T’s are fully buried and thus 71 

evolutionarily constrained. In these interactions, TQT acts as the motif anchor while the other seven 72 

highly variable motif residues modulate affinity, as described in the anchored flexibility model of LC8 73 

motif recognition (S. Clark, Nyarko, Lohr, Karplus, & Barbar, 2016). LC8 binds one motif in each of its 74 

two symmetrical binding grooves (Figure 1a), creating an IDP duplex that serves as a bivalent scaffold. 75 

This scaffold aids in higher order complex assembly by promoting binding of other proteins, including 76 

additional LC8 dimers (Figure 1c), and enhancing self-association and oligomerization processes that 77 

often involve coiled-coil formation (Hall, Karplus, & Barbar, 2009; Kidane et al., 2013). In recent years, 78 

the number of experimentally characterized LC8 partners has risen to more than 40, and prediction 79 

methods indicate that dozens more may specifically bind LC8 (Rapali, Radnai, et al., 2011). Gaining 80 

insight into how LC8 interacts with partner proteins, and how LC8 levels in the cell are balanced, is 81 

therefore paramount to understanding the regulation of many cellular processes. 82 

A distinctive feature of ASCIZ is the high number of LC8 recognition motifs within its C-83 

terminal domain. Although some LC8 partners have multiple recognition motifs (Dunsch et al., 2012; 84 

Fejtova et al., 2009; Gupta, Diener, Sivadas, Rosenbaum, & Yang, 2012; Stelter et al., 2007) 85 
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(Nucleoporin Nup159 has 5, Chica and Bassoon each has 3), human ASCIZ contains 11 functional LC8 86 

binding sites (Rapali, Garcia-Mayoral, et al., 2011), the most by far of any partner protein identified to 87 

date. This enrichment in LC8-binding sites is conserved throughout the animal kingdom, underscoring the 88 

importance of multiple motifs in ASCIZ function (Figure 1d). Cell culture transcription assays 89 

demonstrate that ASCIZ regulates LC8 transcription via a system of negative autoregulation, for which 90 

the mechanism is not well understood. Disruption of the ASCIZ/LC8 interaction via mutation of the TQT 91 

sites results in an increased level of LC8 transcription, while overexpression of LC8 decreases 92 

transcription (Jurado, Conlan, et al., 2012). This observation led to the hypothesis that ASCIZ acts as a 93 

sensor for cellular LC8 and regulates LC8 transcription levels according to cellular needs (Jurado, 94 

Conlan, et al., 2012). As LC8 expression levels vary among tissue types (Chintapalli, Wang, & Dow, 95 

2007) and LC8 overexpression enhances the survival and proliferation of breast cancer cells in culture 96 

(Vadlamudi et al., 2004), regulation of LC8 levels is critical for cellular health and homeostasis. 97 

However, while high levels of LC8 inhibit ASCIZ transcriptional activity (Jurado, Conlan, et al., 2012), it 98 

is not known how this activity is controlled at the molecular level nor the requirement for multiple 99 

binding sites. 100 

 In this work, we use a combination of biophysical, structural, and molecular biology tools to 101 

explore the relationship between ASCIZ multivalency and LC8 transcription. We show that human and 102 

Drosophila ASCIZ bind to multiple LC8 dimers simultaneously in both a positively and negatively 103 

cooperative fashion, enabling the formation of a dynamic equilibrium of complexes, of which low 104 

occupancy intermediates are highly populated. We propose that this dynamic ensemble of complexes is 105 

important for transcriptional regulation and validate the main aspects of our hypothesis via transcriptional 106 

assays with human ASCIZ. These observations support a novel model of autoregulation, whereby ASCIZ 107 

engages in a dynamic equilibrium of multivalent interactions that tune the level of ASCIZ transcriptional 108 

activity.  109 

 110 

 111 
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 112 

Results  113 

 114 

Unbound ASCIZ Is a Primarily Disordered Monomer  115 

The 45 kDa Drosophila ASCIZ protein, dASCIZ, is predicted to contain four Zn-finger motifs at the N-116 

terminus followed by a 243-amino acid long region of intrinsic disorder. The disordered region has six 117 

predicted LC8 recognition sites identified by a canonical TQT motif (Figure 2a, dark blue bars): QT1 118 

(residues 251-262), QT2 (274-285), QT4 (323-334), QT5 (340-351), QT6 (354-365), and QT7 (374-385). 119 

QT3 (285-296) lacks the TQT residues but is identified experimentally as an LC8 recognition site in this 120 

work (below). Purification of full-length dASCIZ is impeded by poor expression levels and insolubility, 121 

and therefore we designed and produced constructs corresponding to the zinc finger domain, dZnF 122 

(residues 1-156, red bar Figure 2a), and the LC8-binding domain, dLBD (residues 241-388, Figure 2a).  123 

 Sedimentation velocity analysis of the dZnF and dLBD (Figure 2b) indicates that each is a 124 

monomer in solution with molecular weights of 17.4 kDa and 18 kDa, respectively (theoretical MW 17.6 125 

kDa and 17 kDa). The CD spectrum of dZnF shows a large negative ellipticity at 208 nm and a small 126 

negative ellipticity at 222 nm (Figure 2c, red) indicative of a mix of alpha helices and loops, similar to 127 

CD spectra of other ZnF proteins (Ezomo, 2010). The dLBD CD spectrum has a large negative ellipticity 128 

at 200 nm, indicating that it is primarily disordered (Figure 2c, blue). From 5D NMR experiments, 129 

backbone assignments for 90% of the 148 residues in dLBD were obtained (Figure 2d).  A high level of 130 

disorder in dLBD is revealed by the limited amide proton chemical shift dispersion in 15N HSQC spectra 131 

(Figure 2d), and a lack of secondary structure preference is further supported by small ΔCα-ΔCβ chemical 132 

shift differences from random coil values (Figure 2e). Together these data demonstrate that dASCIZ 133 

contains an N-terminal structured domain as well as a long intrinsically disordered domain, and constructs 134 

of each domain are monomeric in solution. 135 

 Local dynamics of dLBD were assessed by NMR measurement of the 15N longitudinal (R1), 136 

transverse (R2) relaxation, and 1H-15N heteronuclear NOEs. R2/R1 values range from 1.5 to5.3 with an 137 
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average of 3.3 (Figure 2f). Relatively higher R2/R1 values for residues 321-363 suggest motional 138 

restriction in this region. Heteronuclear NOE values measured at 10°C are very low overall, with values 139 

ranging from -0.1 to 0.3, but are also slightly higher for residues 321-363 (Figure 2g). Together, the R2/R1 140 

and heteronuclear NOE values imply that dLBD is highly flexible with slight motional restriction in its C-141 

terminal half.  142 

 The difference in flexibility between the N-terminus and C-terminus was validated by generating 143 

shorter constructs of the dLBD that include the first three (QT1-3), two internal sets of three (QT2-4 and 144 

QT4-6), and last four binding sites (QT4-7) (Figure 3a). All constructs are of a similar size, varying from 145 

68-84 residues in length. Circular dichroism demonstrates that the C-terminal constructs, QT4-6 and 146 

QT4-7, are slightly more ordered than N-terminal constructs, QT1-3 and QT2-4 (Figure 2 - Figure 147 

supplement 1a). Size-exclusion chromatography supports this result, as the QT4-6 and QT4-7 constructs 148 

elute later, indicating that they are more compact than the N-terminal constructs (Figure 2 - Figure 149 

supplement 1b).  150 

 151 

Identification and Binding Affinities of LC8 Recognition Motifs in ASCIZ  152 

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments on dASCIZ constructs were applied to identify the 153 

number of recognition motifs and provide estimates of their overall binding affinity for LC8. A range of 154 

constructs containing three to seven recognition motifs were tested for their binding to LC8 and all 155 

display a single binding step (Figure 3). Thus the measured Kd and stoichiometry are ‘effective’ values 156 

that present an overall simplified picture of a much more complicated complex assembly process.  157 

The full length dLBD binds LC8 with a dLBD:LC8 stoichiometry of 1:7 (two chains of dLBD for 7 158 

LC8 dimers) and an overall Kd of 1.4 M (Figure 3a, Table 1), suggesting that an additional non-TQT 159 

ASCIZ site binds LC8. A plausible candidate is a TMT motif corresponding to residues 285-296 160 

(designated QT3 in Figure 3a). To confirm the functionality of this motif, ITC binding of LC8 was 161 

measured for constructs QT1-3, QT2-4, QT4-6, and QT4-7 (Figure 3b). QT1-3 and QT2-4 contain the 162 

TMT binding motif, and both bind LC8 with a stoichiometry of 3, demonstrating that this TMT motif is 163 
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the seventh LC8 recognition site (Figure 3b, Table 1). Each of the other two constructs bind LC8 with the 164 

stoichiometry expected from the number of TQT binding motifs. Interestingly, construct QT4-6, 165 

containing recognition sites 4-6, binds LC8 with a Kd of 1.0 M, a slightly higher overall affinity than the 166 

full dLBD construct. QT4-7, on the other hand, binds LC8 with a 1.6 M affinity and is slightly more 167 

entropically disfavored than either QT4-6 or dLBD (Table 1). The overall Kd values of QT1-3, QT2-4, 168 

and QT4-7, are 2.4 M, 4.1 M, and 1.6 M, respectively.   169 

Given the small differences in binding affinity among the shorter dLBD constructs, we asked if any 170 

individual site binds LC8 with higher affinity than all others. A series of 14-15 amino acid peptides were 171 

synthesized, each corresponding to one of the 7 recognition motifs, and their LC8 affinity was measured 172 

(Figure 3c, Table 2). The Kd values for all peptides indicate surprisingly weak affinity. QT3p interaction 173 

with LC8 is not even detected at 30 M LC8. Intriguingly, the QT4-6 construct has a slightly higher 174 

binding affinity than the other constructs, while the QT4, QT5, and QT6 peptides display among the 175 

lowest affinity as individual peptides. These results indicate that positive cooperativity enhances LC8 176 

binding to neighboring recognition motifs.  177 

 178 

dLBD and LC8 Form Dynamic, Low-Occupancy Complexes 179 

Since ITC experiments on the full length dLBD and smaller constructs identify 7 LC8 recognition sites, 180 

we sought to establish the size of the dLBD:LC8 complex at varying LC8 concentrations by analytical 181 

ultracentrifugation. The dLBD was titrated with increasing concentrations of LC8 and complex formation 182 

was assessed at dLBD:LC8 molar ratios 1:1, 1:3, 1:6, and 1:10. Plots of the continuous size distribution, 183 

c(S), vs. sedimentation coefficient (Figure 4a) show that titration at sub-saturating concentrations of LC8 184 

results in a broad peak that is likely an equilibrium mixture of complexes with varying LC8 occupancy in 185 

exchange with each other and with free dLBD. At a saturating concentration of LC8 (1:10 ratio), a high 186 

occupancy complex whose size (7.5 S) approximately corresponds to a fully bound complex (197 kDa) is 187 

clearly evident. Contrary to expectations, a low stoichiometry complex (5 S, approx. 114 kDa) is even 188 

more highly populated. A high frictional ratio (f/f0 ~ 1.6) indicates an elongated complex, and the 189 
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molecular weight of this low occupancy complex corresponds roughly to a 1:3 complex, although its 190 

broadness, and the approximate nature of the molecular weight determination, indicate that multiple 191 

species are present. It is likely that the low occupancy peak, which is roughly twice the intensity of the 192 

high occupancy peak, is a heterogeneous mixture of 1:2, 1:3 and 1:4 complexes.  193 

 In summary, while high occupancy complexes are evident in AUC profiles, consistent with the 194 

ITC results, these complexes are in equilibrium with many smaller sub-saturated species, the most 195 

populated of which is a mixture of 1:2-1:4 complexes of dLBD:LC8. The low occupancy complexes are 196 

favored, relative to higher occupancy complexes, even in samples having a large excess of LC8.  197 

 The presence of stable, low occupancy complexes is supported by small angle X-ray scattering 198 

(SAXS) data. A sample composed of dLBD and a large excess of LC8 was injected into an in-line size-199 

exclusion chromatography system and X-ray scattering data were collected for the largest peak. Guinier 200 

analysis of the data indicates a monodisperse sample suitable for further analysis (Figure 4 - Figure 201 

supplement 1a). The distance distribution function suggests a moderately compact structure for 202 

dLBD:LC8 complexes, with Dmax = 240 Å, and a molecular weight of roughly 110 kDa, confirming the 203 

presence of an unresolved mixture of dLBD:LC8 complexes with stoichiometries ranging from 1:2-1:4 204 

(Figure 4 - Figure supplement 1b). Additionally, a Kratky plot of the scattering data indicates that the 205 

dLBD:LC8 complex is a mix of globular domains and intrinsically disordered chains, consistent with low 206 

occupancy complex structures (Figure 4 - Figure supplement 1c).   207 

 Native gel electrophoresis titration of dLBD with LC8 corroborates the presence of a mixture of 208 

complexes (Figure 4b). When unbound, dLBD and LC8 each migrate as a single band. When LC8 is 209 

added to dLBD at a 1:1 molar ratio, the band for free LC8 disappears, and the complexes formed migrate 210 

above LC8, as a diffuse band likely corresponding to two dLBD chains bound to two or more LC8 dimers 211 

(since some free dLBD persists). As the molar ratio is increased, the diffuse upper band becomes a dark 212 

smear, free LC8 accumulates in a pronounced dark band, and the free dLBD band disappears. We think 213 

the most likely explanation is that the decreasing mobility of the upper edge of the smear indicates 214 

increasing sizes of the complexes formed.  Unbound LC8 is clearly visible at ratios ≥1μ4, indicating that a 215 
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pool of free LC8 accumulates even at conditions well below LC8 saturation of dLBD.   216 

 We similarly assessed the gel mobility of complexes formed by LC8 and the LC8-binding domain 217 

of human ASCIZ (hLBD), which contains 11 TQT motifs (Rapali, Garcia-Mayoral, et al., 2011) (Figure 218 

1d). Very similar behavior is observed for hLBD, although the gel mobility of hLBD bands is much lower 219 

than the mobility of dLBD bands due to molecular sieving of the much larger hLBD (53 kDa) compared 220 

to dLBD (17 kDa).  Molecular sieving is the dominate effect on hLBD mobility as both hLBD and dLBD 221 

are disordered and highly extended and have a pI of ~4.  As LC8 is added to hLBD, the free hLBD band 222 

disappears and a lower mobility smear becomes increasingly evident. Decreasing mobility of the upper 223 

smear indicates increasing sizes of the complexes formed, while the appearance of a bands migrating the 224 

same as free LC8 at ratios ≥1μ4 indicates the presence of a pool of free LC8 well below LC8 saturation of 225 

hLBD.  Together the gel titration data for dLBD and hLBD suggest that hLBD:LC8 complexes form a 226 

dynamic ensemble with varying levels of LC8 occupancy in which lower occupancy forms are favored. 227 

 Titration of the hLBD with LC8 by size-exclusion chromatography (Figure 4d) supports our 228 

interpretation of the native gel experiments in Figure 4c. Here, the amount of hLBD is held constant, and 229 

increases in peak intensity are due to effects on hLBD complexes from increasing LC8.  Both LMW and 230 

HMW complexes form at the first titration point and increase in population as more LC8 is added. A low 231 

occupancy intermediate, labeled LMW, is clearly evident at the lowest molar ratio of 1:3, and persists at 232 

the same elution volume even at the highest molar ratios. Higher occupancy species, HMW, are also 233 

apparent at a ratio of 1:3 and become increasingly distinct as LC8 is increased.  The peak corresponding 234 

to excess LC8 is discernable at a ratio of 1:7, and steadily increases as LC8 is added.  Taken together, the 235 

data in Figure 4 are consistent with the explanation that a low occupancy form of the hLBD:LC8 complex 236 

is favored even with a large excess of LC8. A minor population of high occupancy complexes, present 237 

even at the lowest molar ratio, increases with increasing LC8 and is in equilibrium with the LMW species 238 

and with free LC8, and therefore with each other.  Both Drosophila and human LBD exhibit this dynamic 239 

behavior, suggesting it is a conserved feature of the ASCIZ:LC8 interaction.  240 

 241 
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Structure and Distribution of LBD:LC8 Complexes Visualized by Single Particle EM 242 

In order to visualize the various oligomeric states of ASCIZ-LC8, we analyzed electron microscopy data 243 

of dLBD and hLBD under saturating concentrations of LC8. As a positive control, and for validation of 244 

EM conditions, similar experiments were carried out with complexes of Nucleoporin159 (Nup159), 245 

another intrinsically disordered protein with multiple LC8 binding sites (Stelter et al., 2007). 246 

Nup159:LC8 complexes were clearly visualized as a linear array of 5 stacked densities of LC8, as 247 

previously reported (Stelter et al., 2007) (data not shown), and consistent with the conclusions of 248 

Nup159:LC8 biophysical solution experiments (Nyarko, Song, Novacek, Zidek, & Barbar, 2013). In 249 

contrast, despite the similar overall affinity (Nup159-LC8 Kd = 2.9 M) (Nyarko et al., 2013), in 250 

negative stain images of dLBD:LC8 and hLBD:LC8 complexes, the vast majority of complex species 251 

appear dissociated on the grid (Figure 5a, arrow heads). However, a few observable complexes could be 252 

clearly resolved from raw micrographs, identified as linear stacks of punctate densities, akin of beads on a 253 

string (Figure 5a, squares), similar to images of Nup159 bound to LC8 (Stelter et al., 2007).  254 

Furthermore, although dLBD contains 7 and hLBD 11 LC8 binding sites, the vast majority of complexes 255 

observed by EM appeared to be of low LC8 occupancy. 256 

 Reference-free two-dimensional (2D) classification routines were carried out on datasets of 257 

~2000 single particle images of dLBD:LC8 complexes and ~1000 particles of hLBD:LC8 complexes 258 

extracted from ~300 and 200 micrographs, respectively. These produced 2D projection averages for 259 

dLBD:LC8 and hLBD:LC8 oligomers displaying complexes formed with 2 – 4 stacked densities, 260 

corresponding to LC8 dimers, deduced from the dimensions of the averaged bead-like densities (~4 nm 261 

diameter) (Benison et al., 2007; Stelter et al., 2007). Complexes with 3 or more LC8 dimers displayed 262 

significant conformational flexibility in 2D class averages (Figure 5b) and in the single-particle images 263 

(Figure 5a and Figure 5 – Figure Supplement 1). The extent of conformational variability is consistent 264 

with ~10 – 20 Å spacing measured between LC8 densities, and the intrinsic flexibility of the IDP duplex 265 

chain separating the neighboring LC8 TQT recognition motifs.  266 

The formation of higher-order oligomers appeared relatively rare in comparison to the low 267 
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occupancy complexes. The scarcity of higher order complexes, coupled with the intrinsic conformational 268 

heterogeneity, precluded our ability to obtain 2D class averages of the high-occupancy complexes. To 269 

overcome this limitation, statistical analysis describing the distribution of oligomeric states was obtained 270 

by hand-selection and classification from single-molecule images (Figure 5 – Figure Supplement 1). Both 271 

dLBD:LC8 and hLBD:LC8 complexes form an ensemble of structures, displaying an exponential 272 

distribution with low-occupancy states (i.e. 2 – 4 stacked LC8 dimers) being most abundant (Figure 5c,d). 273 

Density corresponding to the IDP duplex chain cannot be resolved by negative stain EM, therefore 274 

complexes formed with a single LC8 dimer were not included in this analysis, as they could not be 275 

distinguished from unbound LC8 dimers.  276 

 Together, this analysis shows dLBD and hLBD form dynamic assemblies with LC8 that favor 277 

low occupancy states (Figure 5d). Although uncommon, high-occupancy and fully-formed complexes of 278 

dLBD:LC8 (1:7 ratio) could be identified from the raw single particle images (Figure 5 – Figure 279 

Supplement 1), further confirming the stoichiometry obtained by our ITC studies. For the hLBD:LC8 280 

dataset, complexes containing as many as 7 – 9 LC8 dimers could be distinguished from the single 281 

particle image data, while higher-order complexes containing 10 – 11 LC8 dimers were either not 282 

distinguishable or were simply absent under the limiting concentrations required for negative stain EM 283 

specimen preparation. Nevertheless, the remarkable similarity in distribution of oligomeric species 284 

formed by dLBD and hLBD, obtained under similar binding conditions, is consistent with the nearly 285 

equivalent overall LC8 affinity determined by ITC, and suggests that a conserved mechanism of negative 286 

cooperativity is used by ASCIZ to regulate the formation and distribution of higher-order LC8 287 

assemblies.  288 

 289 

NMR Titration of dLBD with LC8 Identifies Sites with Modest Preferential Binding  290 

If dLBD and LC8 form stable intermediate complexes with excess LC8, which of the seven recognition 291 

sites in Drosophila ASCIZ are preferentially bound? Notably, the linear assembly pattern of LC8 dimers 292 

observed by negative stain EM suggests an ordered (or quasi-ordered) sequence of assembly, apparently 293 
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favoring neighboring TQT sites. However, the location of LC8 binding sites could not be resolved in 294 

these experiments. Therefore, to examine interactions between individual motifs and LC8 in the context 295 

of the full dLBD, we turned to NMR. As unlabeled LC8 is titrated into solutions of 15N-13C- labeled 296 

dLBD, changes in NH peak intensities can be measured in 3D HNCO spectra recorded for dLBD:LC8 297 

molar ratios of 1:0.25, 1:1, 1:2, 1:5, 1:8. As LC8 concentration increases, a corresponding decrease in 298 

dLBD peak intensity is observed (Figure 6a). At a molar ratio of 1:5, less than 10% of the original peak 299 

intensity remains at all seven LC8 binding sites. At a ratio of 1:8, all dLBD peaks completely disappear 300 

except for peaks corresponding to eight N-terminal residues (241-248), indicating that all TQT sites have 301 

been occupied to some degree. The absence of peaks for bound dLBD is attributed to line broadening 302 

associated with intermediate exchange processes and/or faster transverse relaxation as a result of 303 

increased complex size. Therefore, we consider a decrease in peak intensity as a measure of increased 304 

complex formation.  305 

Notably, peaks at the C-terminal half of the protein, QT4-7, decrease more quickly than peaks at 306 

the N-terminal half, implying that LC8 preferentially occupies these motifs. To confirm this observation 307 

and to obtain titration information for the missing residues in this region, we performed similar 308 

experiments on the smaller QT2-4 and QT4-6 constructs. QT2-4 was chosen to further validate LC8 309 

binding to the QT3 motif that as an individual peptide showed weak binding by ITC, and QT4-6 was 310 

chosen because it has the highest LC8 binding affinity (Figure 3b). Further, the two constructs share the 311 

QT4 motif, allowing us to assess its affinity in two sequence contexts. Due to the smaller number of 312 

peaks for shorter constructs, HSQC spectra have a sufficiently high resolution to render an HNCO-based 313 

titration unnecessary. Unlabeled LC8 was titrated into 15N-labeled QT2-4 or QT4-6 and changes in peak 314 

intensity were analyzed (Figure 6b,c). As with dLBD, there is a gradual decrease in peak intensity as 315 

more LC8 is added to QT2-4 or to QT4-6 at molar ratios: 1:0.25, 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4.  Significantly, 316 

peak intensities in QT4-6 decrease at lower LC8 ratio than in QT2-4, confirming the trend we observe in 317 

full-length dLBD. In QT4-6, nearly all peaks in the motif region disappear at a ratio of 1:2, while ~30% 318 

of peak intensity remains in QT2-4.  319 
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Furthermore, NMR titration of QT2-4 with LC8 confirms that QT3 is an LC8 binding motif. The 320 

peaks corresponding to QT3 decrease in intensity at the same rate as peaks corresponding to the other two 321 

motifs in this construct, QT2 and QT4. The peaks in the linker region (residues 305-320) decrease more 322 

slowly, indicating that they are not interacting with LC8, but merely experiencing the effects of a larger 323 

correlation time.  324 

Plots of the average peak intensity (I/I0) for each 10-amino acid motif in dLBD, and in each of 325 

QT2-4 and QT4-6 constructs clearly show the dichotomy in the pattern of peak attenuation (Figure 6d-g). 326 

In dLBD, the first three (Figure 6d) show a different titration pattern and weaker binding than the last four 327 

motifs (Figure 6e). This dichotomy is replicated in separate plots of the 3 QT motifs in each of the 328 

constructs QT2-4 and QT4-6; the average I/I0 of motifs in QT2-4 (Figure 6f) drops to 0.2 at LC8 molar 329 

ratio 1:2, twice that observed for motifs in QT4-6 (Figure 6g) which reach the same I/I0 at molar ratio 1:1. 330 

The apparently higher LC8 affinity of motifs 4-6 (Figures 6e, g), relative to motifs 2-4 (Figures 6d, f) is 331 

consistent with our ITC experiments (Figure 3a). The QT4 motif, common to both constructs, has a 332 

different rate of peak disappearance in each construct, suggesting that motif environment, not local 333 

sequence, determines its affinity.  We conclude that the recognition motifs QT4-QT7 are the sites favored 334 

in stable low occupancy complexes.   335 

In summary, the data in Figure 6 showing peak attenuation across the whole sequence, even at 336 

low LC8 ratios, suggest population of an ensemble with all LC8 sites occupied to varying degree, but 337 

with clear preference for the C-terminal motifs. Preferential binding of the C-terminal motifs is 338 

additionally supported by ITC results, which show that LC8 binds to the QT4-6 construct with slightly 339 

higher affinity than the full-length dLBD (Figure 3a,b). NMR dynamics experiments also demonstrate 340 

that residues in the C-terminal motifs are slightly more ordered in comparison to the N-terminal motifs 341 

(Figure 2f-g, Figure 2-figure supplement 1a), which may explain the tighter LC8 binding to this region.  342 

 343 

Cell-Based Assays Show a Gradient of Transcriptional Activity Modulated by LC8 Binding. 344 

To investigate how the number of bound LC8 molecules affects the transcriptional activity of ASCIZ, we 345 
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turned our attention to the human protein whose transcriptional activity can be assayed in cell culture 346 

using an ASCIZ knockout mouse embryonic fibroblast cell line (Jurado, Conlan, et al., 2012). Human 347 

ASCIZ has eleven LC8 recognition motifs that we have numbered 1 to 11 (Figure 7a). To prevent LC8 348 

binding to specific ASCIZ motifs, TQT recognition motifs were mutated to AAA.  Five human ASCIZ 349 

mutant constructs were generated: AAA1-4 with an AAA replacement at each TQT motifs 1-4, and 350 

similarly named mutant constructs of AAA8-11; AAA5-11; AAA1-4, 8-11; and AAA-all.  351 

 To confirm loss of LC8 binding in vitro for each TQT when replaced with AAA, identical 352 

mutations were made in ASCIZ hLBD constructs, named in the same fashion. To completely eliminate 353 

LC8 binding in the AAA-all construct, it was necessary to also mutate three SQT/VQT motifs in addition 354 

to the 11 TQT motifs identified in our ITC experiments and in pepscan experiments (Figure 7a, gray bars) 355 

(Rapali, Garcia-Mayoral, et al., 2011). This suggests that human ASCIZ may contain additional binding 356 

motifs, as seen with the TMT motif in Drosophila ASCIZ. The effective affinity and stoichiometry of 357 

binding of LC8 to WT ASCIZ hLBD and each mutant hLBD was determined (Figures 7b, and Table 3). 358 

WT hLBD binds LC8 with an hLBD:LC8 ratio of 1:11 (two chains of ASCIZ to 11 LC8 dimers), and an 359 

overall Kd value of 0.λ M (Table 3). The four hLBD mutants each binds LC8 with the expected 360 

stoichiometry for the number of intact LC8 recognition motifs and with overall affinities in the range of 361 

0.7-4.4 M.  362 

To assess the impact of these mutations on ASCIZ transcriptional activity, luciferase reporter 363 

assays were carried out using immortalized ASCIZ knockout mouse embryonic fibroblasts transiently 364 

transfected with the full-length WT or a mutant ASCIZ gene and a plasmid containing the LC8 promoter. 365 

The measured luciferase activity was normalized against Renilla luciferase (Figure 7c). Empty vector and 366 

the ΔZnF construct showed limited transcriptional activity compared to ASCIZ constructs. Most 367 

significantly, transcriptional activity of the AAA mutants can be ranked to form an activity gradient 368 

(Figure 7c) notable for a clear inverse relationship between their transcriptional activity and their affinity 369 

for LC8. While the differences between each construct are very small, the overall trend supports the 370 

hypothesis that affinity and transcriptional activity are correlated. The construct with the highest affinity 371 
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for LC8 by ITC, AAA8-11, exhibits equal or slightly lower transcriptional activity than WT ASCIZ, 372 

while the construct with the lowest affinity for LC8, AAA1-4, 8-11, has 2.5x the activity of WT ASCIZ. 373 

The correlation between transcriptional activity and affinity for LC8 is also shown in Figure 7d. As the 374 

number of available binding sites decreases and Kd correspondingly increases, transcriptional activity also 375 

increases.  376 

 One exception to this trend is the AAA-all construct with zero functional LC8 binding sites 377 

(AAA-all), which shows equal or somewhat lower activity than the construct with 3 intact sites (AAA1-378 

4,8-11). As both the ZnF and LBDs of ASCIZ are monomeric in the absence of LC8, a plausible 379 

explanation for this effect could be that dimerization of ASCIZ by a minimal number of LC8 molecules is 380 

required for optimal binding to the DYNLL1 gene promoter, or the binding of dimeric transcription co-381 

activators to ASCIZ. 382 

 In summary, the data in Figure 7 indicate that, in general, ASCIZ transcriptional activity appears 383 

to vary inversely with the number of LC8 recognition motifs and with binding affinity, and that fine 384 

tuning within this trend depends on which motifs are occupied and their specific dissociation constants.  385 

 386 

 387 

Discussion  388 

 389 

A distinctive feature of ASCIZ is the high number of LC8 recognition motifs within its large, disordered 390 

C-terminal domain. Here we integrate multiple approaches to elucidate the structure, dynamics, 391 

thermodynamics, and hydrodynamics of the large disordered ASCIZ-LC8 complexes, that together reveal 392 

a new model by which ASCIZ can maintain stable pools of the hub protein LC8. We tested the main 393 

features of this model in cells using transcription activity assays which show a trend wherein mutant 394 

ASCIZ constructs with lower LC8 occupancy display higher transcriptional activity, while constructs 395 

with higher LC8 occupancy have lower activity. We propose that a dynamic ensemble of complexes is 396 

important for fine-tuning ASCIZ transcriptional activity, where stable, low occupancy complexes 397 
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function to maintain a basal buffering transcription rate for LC8. A change in LC8 cellular concentration 398 

would shift this dynamic equilibrium to a higher or lower occupancy state without dramatically altering 399 

the level of transcription. As LC8 is an essential regulator of dozens of cellular processes, an ability to 400 

maintain an LC8 “buffer” is likely important for cellular homeostasis. Although many other transcription 401 

factors are regulated by multisite phosphorylation (Holmberg, Tran, Eriksson, & Sistonen, 2002) or 402 

multiple binding events to different proteins (Cantor & Orkin, 2002; Remenyi, Scholer, & Wilmanns, 403 

2004), we find no examples of activity tuned by multivalent binding to the gene product in a negative 404 

autoregulatory role, which underscores the novelty and potential impact of this study. 405 

 406 

ASCIZ Is a New Type of Multivalent Transcription Factor 407 

ASCIZ has three structural and functional features that together set it apart from other multivalent 408 

transcription factors.  409 

(1) ASCIZ has an exceptionally long intrinsically disordered C-terminal domain compared to other 410 

intrinsically disordered transcription factors. Human ASCIZ contains an intrinsically disordered domain 411 

that is 600 amino acids long, or 73% of its overall sequence. The well-studied transcription factor p53, by 412 

contrast, is 40% disordered and the disordered regions are dispersed through three different regions of the 413 

protein rather than being concentrated on one terminus (Laptenko, Tong, Manfredi, & Prives, 2016). 414 

Intrinsically disordered regions longer than 50 amino acids are considered to be of significant size for 415 

eukaryotic transcription factors (Liu et al., 2006). As intrinsic disorder is proposed to play an important 416 

role in regulating function (Shammas, 2017), it is possible that the length of the disordered domain 417 

enables a larger diversity of functions. Indeed, recent work has shown that the length of the intrinsically 418 

disordered domain can control transcriptional activity through ‘energetic frustration’, wherein opposing 419 

energetic couplings mediate the overall activity (J. Li et al., 2017).  420 

 421 

(2) ASCIZ interactions with LC8 display both positive and negative cooperativity that together create a 422 

dynamic equilibrium of stable, low occupancy ASCIZ-LC8 complexes. ASCIZ binding to LC8 forms an 423 
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IDP duplex scaffold (S. A. Clark et al., 2015) onto which other copies of LC8 or other dimeric partners 424 

can bind with higher affinity. The first two to four recognition motifs bind to LC8 with positive 425 

cooperativity, as evidenced by ITC experiments that show an enhancement in binding affinity from the 426 

presence of neighboring motifs (Figure 3, Table 1). Negative cooperativity regulates the formation and 427 

distribution of higher-order LC8 assemblies, as shown by the dominance of low occupancy complexes at 428 

saturating concentrations of LC8 (Figure 4,5). Negative cooperativity observed between low occupancy 429 

complexes and the fully occupied complex suggests that when the concentration of LC8 exceeds the 430 

buffering capacity of the low occupancy intermediates, the fully occupied complex is formed to switch off 431 

transcription.  432 

A distribution of low occupancy dynamic complexes is a conserved feature of the ASCIZ:LC8 433 

interaction. Evidence for a dynamic ASCIZ:LC8 ensemble comes from a combination of AUC, gel 434 

filtration, native gel electrophoresis, and negative stain electron microscopy data (Figures 4-5, Figure 4 - 435 

Figure supplement 1). For both Drosophila and human LBD constructs, addition of excess LC8 results in 436 

formation of stable low molecular weight (LMW) complexes and a minor population of high molecular 437 

weight complexes (Figure 4 and 5). Negative stain electron microscopy experiments show an exponential 438 

distribution of complexes, with assemblies containing 2-4 stacked copies of LC8 clearly visualized in 2D 439 

projection averages and suggesting a high degree of flexibility within the duplex IDP linkers persists upon 440 

complex formation (Figure 5).  441 

Multivalency and intrinsic disorder in ASCIZ’s LC8 binding domain enable this dynamic 442 

ensemble of low occupancy complexes. Many proteins utilize multiple binding sites within intrinsically 443 

disordered regions for regulation, complex formation, and a multitude of other functions (Cortese, 444 

Uversky, & Dunker, 2008; Uversky, 2015). In some examples, multiple binding sites serve as a scaffold 445 

to bring proteins together (Cortese et al., 2008), while in others, they modulate phase transitions that lead 446 

to the formation of bimolecular condensates (Banani, Lee, Hyman, & Rosen, 2017; Banani et al., 2016). 447 

The diversity of these examples highlights the importance of multivalency and intrinsically disordered 448 

regions in protein function and regulation. It is of note that although ASCIZ’s multiple binding sites are 449 
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similar to those that lead to phase transitions in other systems (P. Li et al., 2012), we did not detect this 450 

behavior in vitro. However, ASCIZ puncta formation has been observed in cell culture in response to 451 

treatment with MMS, a DNA methylation agent (Jurado, Conlan, et al., 2012; Jurado et al., 2010), 452 

(McNees, Conlan, Tenis, & Heierhorst, 2005). These puncta do not form in the absence of LC8, 453 

indicating that LC8 binding to multiple recognition motifs is necessary for foci formation. 454 

Comparison of ASCIZ with another LC8 multivalent binding partner, Nup159, underscores the 455 

uniqueness of the ASCIZ-LC8 assembly. While three other multivalent LC8 binding partners with more 456 

than two recognition motifs are known to exist (Dunsch et al., 2012; Fejtova et al., 2009; Gupta et al., 457 

2012; Stelter et al., 2007), the role of multiple sites has only been characterized for ASCIZ (this work) 458 

and Nup159 (Nyarko et al., 2013). Nup159 cooperatively binds five LC8 dimers and forms a relatively 459 

stable complex readily visible by electron microscopy and 2D classification analysis (Stelter et al., 2007). 460 

As Nup15λ has a slightly lower affinity for LC8 than ASCIZ (2.λ M vs. 0.λ M, respectively ((Nyarko 461 

et al., 2013)), the difference between the Nup159 grids with uniformly stacked structures and the ASCIZ 462 

grids with sparse and heterogeneous structures of 2–4 stacked LC8 dimers is intriguing.  This difference 463 

in structural heterogeneity can be attributed to the higher flexibility or short life time of ASCIZ:LC8 464 

complexes relative to Nup159:LC8 complexes, while the scarcity of high-occupancy states is consistent 465 

with a unique mode of negative cooperativity.  Given the different function of Nup159 (in nuclear pore 466 

assembly) versus ASCIZ:LC8 complexes (transcription regulation), the data suggest that the dynamic 467 

properties and unique mechanism of assembly that is conserved in LC8-ASCIZ complexes may reflect an 468 

important feature required for autoregulation of LC8 transcription. 469 

 470 

(3) ASCIZ regulates its transcriptional activity by binding multiple copies of its gene product, LC8. Cell 471 

culture based transcription assays demonstrate that ASCIZ affinity for LC8 is negatively correlated with 472 

transcriptional activity (Figure 7). Although the differences between each construct are very small, we see 473 

an obvious trend where fewer occupied LC8 binding motifs lead to increased ASCIZ transcriptional 474 

activity, and vice versa. The results of this assay suggest that LC8 concentration could fine-tune ASCIZ 475 
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activity in a cellular environment by shifting the population of complexes towards higher or lower 476 

occupancy states.  477 

A great example of multisite regulation is the E26 transformation-specific transcription factor 478 

(Ets-1), which tunes its transcriptional activity through multisite phosphorylation of its serine-rich 479 

domain. Phosphorylation of the serine rich region occludes the DNA-binding interface and stabilizes its 480 

helical inhibitory module, inhibiting Ets-1 DNA binding ~20-fold (Desjardins et al., 2014; G. M. Lee et 481 

al., 2008; Pufall et al., 2005). Similarly, the function of p53 is modulated by over 50 posttranslational 482 

modifications that are proposed to be interdependent (Meek & Anderson, 2009). Phosphorylation of 483 

specific p53 residues prevents binding to the inhibitory protein HDM2, while increasing binding to the 484 

activating proteins CREB-binding protein (CBP) and p300 (Ferreon et al., 2009). p53 affinity for 485 

CBP/p300 depends on the extent of p53 phosphorylation; successive phosphorylation events increase p53 486 

affinity for the TAZ1, TAZ2, and KIX domains of CBP/p300 (C. W. Lee, Ferreon, Ferreon, Arai, & 487 

Wright, 2010; Teufel, Bycroft, & Fersht, 2009). p53 also binds to a multitude of other proteins that 488 

regulate its activity (Beckerman & Prives, 2010).  While many other transcription factors tune their 489 

activity through multisite regulation, we could find no other examples besides ASCIZ where binding to 490 

multiple copies of their gene product modulates activity; yet, the prevalence of IDP domains in 491 

transcription factors indicates that such mechanisms are likely to be widespread and studies such as these 492 

are becoming more tractable with the integrated approaches used here. 493 

 494 

Model of ASCIZ Transcriptional Regulation  495 

Based on our experimental data, we have developed a model of ASCIZ transcriptional regulation that 496 

illustrates the relationship between transcriptional activity (red arrow) and LC8 concentration (blue 497 

arrow) (Figure 8). As the cellular level of LC8 (blue dimers) increases, the number of LC8 molecules 498 

bound to ASCIZ also increases. The ASCIZ-LC8 complex primarily exists as a dynamic equilibrium of 499 

different complex stoichiometries and degrees of disorder (center brackets). We propose that this low 500 

occupancy conformational ensemble is important for maintaining a basal level of LC8 transcription. It 501 
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acts as a buffer for changes in the concentration of LC8 and fine-tunes transcription levels according to 502 

cellular needs. A change in LC8 cellular concentration would shift this dynamic equilibrium to a higher or 503 

lower occupancy state without dramatically altering the level of transcription.  All 11 (or 7) binding sites 504 

are therefore occupied in the heterogeneous mixture of complexes, as is demonstrated by NMR titration 505 

(Figure 6), and participate in maintaining a homeostatic concentration of LC8. Thus, it is ensured that a 506 

high concentration of LC8 does not drastically decrease LC8 production, but rather shifts it to a lower 507 

level. As LC8 is a hub protein that interacts with >40 protein partners, and is predicted to bind to 100 508 

additional proteins from a diverse selection of cellular pathways (Rapali, Radnai, et al., 2011),  509 

  510 
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Materials and Methods 511 

 512 

 Cloning, Protein Expression, and Purification 513 

Studies were carried out using constructs from human ASCIZ (Uniprot O43313) as well as Drosophila 514 

ASCIZ (dASCIZ) (Uniprot Q9VZU1) which, with its fewer recognition motifs, smaller size, and 515 

Key Resources Table 

    Reagent type (species) 

or resource 
Designation Source or reference Identifiers 

Additional 

information 

gene (Homo sapiens) ASCIZ NA 
Uniprot ID: 
O43313 

  

gene (Drosophila 
melanogaster) 

dASCIZ NA 
Uniprot ID: 
Q9VZU1  

  

cell line (Mus 
musculus) 

ASCIZ knockout 
mouse embryonic 
fibroblast 

PMID: 22167198     

antibody 
ASCIZ (rabbit 
monoclonal) 

PMID: 15933716   
WB: 100 
ng/mL 

commercial assay or kit 
Dual-luciferase 
reporter assay kit 

Promega 
Catalog 
number: 
E1910 

  

chemical compound, 
drug 

D-glucose 13C6 Sigma Aldrich  
Catalog 
number: 
389374 

  

chemical compound, 
drug 

Ammonium-15N 
chloride 

Sigma Aldrich  
Catalog 
number: 
299251 

  

software, algorithm Origin 7.0 OriginLab     

software, algorithm SEDFIT open-source     

software, algorithm SEDNTERP open-source     

software, algorithm SEDPHAT open-source     

software, algorithm Curvefit Palmer lab website     

software, algorithm Topspin  
Bruker Biospin 
Corporation 

RRID:SCR_
014227 

  

software, algorithm 
Sparse 
Multidimentional 
Fourier Transform 

Kozminski lab 
website 

    

software, algorithm NMRFAM-Sparky 

NMR facility at 
University of 
Wisconsin-Madison 
website 

RRID:SCR_
014228 

  

software, algorithm ATSAS package 
EMBL Hamburg 
BioSAXS website 

RRID:SCR_
015648 

  

software, algorithm EMAN2 
National Center for 
Macromolecular 
Imaging 

    

software, algorithm RELION 2.0 open-source     
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available mutant phenotypes, is a tractable model of the human ASCIZ. Constructs of the dASCIZ zinc 516 

finger domain (ZnF) and the LC8 binding domain (dLBD) were generated by cloning residues 1-156 or 517 

241-388, respectively, of Drosophila ASCIZ into the pET2Zt2-1a vector. The constructs were expressed 518 

in frame with a hexahistidine tag, Protein A solubility tag, and cleavage site for the tobacco etch virus 519 

(TEV) enzyme. Shorter constructs of the dLBD were generated by cloning residues 241-324 (QT1-3), 520 

271-341 (QT2-4), 299-376 (QT4-6), and 321-388 (QT4-7) into the pET2Zt2-1a vector. The human LC8 521 

binding domain (hLBD) construct was generated by cloning human ASCIZ (Uniprot O43313) residues 522 

362-823 into the pET24d vector (Novagen) and expressing the construct in frame with a hexahistidine tag 523 

and TEV cleavage site.  524 

For the five human ASCIZ mutants, ASCIZ AAA1-4, AAA8-11, AAA5-11, AAA1-4,8-11, and 525 

AAA-all, residues 7-9 of the LC8 binding motif (usually the residues TQT), were mutated to AAA to 526 

prevent binding. Mutations were performed using either the QuikChange Lightening Mutagenesis Kit 527 

(Agilent) or by synthesizing short constructs (300-350 bp) containing the desired mutations and using 528 

Gibson Assembly (New England Biosciences) to insert them into the LC8-binding domain (hLBD) gene 529 

(residues 362-823 of human ASCIZ). All constructs were transformed into Escherichia coli Rosetta DE3 530 

cells and expressed at 37°C in LB or minimal autoinduction media with 12C or 13C glycerol and 15NH4Cl 531 

as the sole carbon and nitrogen sources, respectively. Recombinant protein expression was induced with 532 

0.4 mM IPTG (for LB cultures) and growth continued at 25°C for 16 hours. Cells were harvested and 533 

purified under denaturing conditions using TALON His-Tag Purification protocol (Clontech). The 534 

solubility tag and/or hexahistidine tag were cleaved by TEV protease and the protein was further purified 535 

using strong anion exchange chromatography (Bio-Rad) followed by gel filtration on a SuperdexTM 75 gel 536 

filtration column (GE Health). The purity of the recombinant proteins, as assessed by SDS-537 

polyacrylamide gels, was > 95%. The pure proteins were stored at 4°C and used within 1 week. LC8 was 538 

prepared as previously described (Barbar et al., 2001). 539 

 540 

Peptide Design and Synthesis 541 
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Peptides corresponding to the seven putative recognition sequences from dASCIZ were commercially 542 

synthesized: YMSSQKLDMETQTEE (QT1p), YLAPLLRDIETQTPD (QT2p), YTPDTRGDIGTMTDD 543 

(QT3p), DLQTSAHMYTQTCD (QT4p), EELGLSHIQTQTHW (QT5p), WPDGLYNTQHTQTCD 544 

(QT6p), and EPDNFQSTCTQTRW (QT7p) (GenScript, Piscataway, NJ). Non-native amino acids 545 

(underlined in Table 2) were added to the N-terminus to enhance solubility or concentration determination 546 

by UV absorbance at 280 nm. 547 

 548 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 549 

Binding thermodynamics of the ASCIZ and dASCIZ construct/peptide-LC8 interactions were obtained at 550 

25°C with a VP-ITC microcalorimeter (Microcal). The binding buffer was composed of 50 mM sodium 551 

phosphate, 50 mM sodium chloride, 1 mM sodium azide, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol, pH 7.5. Protein 552 

concentrations were determined by absorbance measurement at 280 nm. Extinction coefficients for each 553 

construct are as follows. LC8 = 14,565 M-1cm-1, dLBD = 17,085 M-1cm-1, LBD = 15,470 M-1cm-1, QT1-3 554 

= 2,980 M-1cm-1, QT2-4 = 2,980 M-1cm-1, QT4-6 = 10,095 M-1cm-1, QT4-7 = 14,105 M-1cm-1. 555 

dLBD was placed in the reaction cell at a concentration of 8 M and titrated with LC8 at a 556 

concentration of 800 M. For binding of dASCIZ constructs QT1-3, QT2-4, QT4-6, and QT4-7, 10 M of 557 

construct was titrated with 400 M LC8. For interactions with synthetic peptide, peptides were dissolved 558 

in binding buffer to a final concentration of 300 M and then added to LC8 at a concentration of 30 M in 559 

the reaction cell. ASCIZ hLBD and mutant hLBD constructs were placed in the reaction cell at a 560 

concentration of 9-16 M and titrated with λ00 M LC8. Peak areas were integrated and data were fit to a 561 

single-site binding model in Origin 7.0 from which the stoichiometry (N), dissociation constant (Kd), and 562 

the change in enthalpy (ΔH), and entropy (ΔS) were obtained. Reported data are the average of two or 563 

more independent experiments. As the binding-model fit was very good and data were reproducible, error 564 

was determined based on a 5% uncertainty in protein concentration calculations.   565 

 566 

Circular Dichroism 567 
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CD experiments were conducted on a Jasco720 spectropolarimeter in a 1 mm cell. For the spectrum of 568 

dLBD and smaller constructs, ten scans were averaged at a concentration of 30 M in a buffer composed 569 

of 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, at 25°C and 10°C. For the ZnF, ten scans were averaged at a 570 

concentration of 25 M in a buffer composed of 10 mM sodium phosphate, 200 mM sodium sulfate, 50 571 

M zinc sulfate, pH 7.5, at 10°C, 25°C, and 35°C. 572 

 573 

Analytical Ultracentrifugation 574 

Sedimentation velocity experiments for the titration of dLBD and LC8 were performed in a Beckman 575 

Coulter Model XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge equipped with UV/Vis scanning optics. Reference (400 L 576 

binding buffer; 50 mM sodium phosphate, 50 mM sodium chloride, 1 mM sodium azide, 5 mM TCEP, 577 

pH 7.5) and sample (380 L) solutions were loaded into 12 mm double-sector cells with quartz windows 578 

and the cells were then mounted in an An-50 Ti 8-hole rotor. LC8 was prepared at a concentration of 15 579 

µM while the concentration of dLBD was varied from 15 – 1.5 µM. Proteins were centrifuged at 50,000 580 

rpm at 20 °C, and radial absorbance data were collected at appropriate wavelengths in continuous mode 581 

every 5 minutes without averaging. Data were fit to a continuous size-distribution [c(S)] model using the 582 

program SEDFIT (Schuck, 2000). The partial specific volume of the proteins, buffer density, and buffer 583 

viscosity were computed using the program SEDNTERP (Hayes, 1995).  584 

 Sedimentation velocity experiments for the ZnF domain were performed on a Beckman 585 

ProteomeLab™ XL-A/XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge in a buffer composed of 50 mM sodium phosphate, 586 

200 mM sodium chloride, 0.4 mM zinc sulfate, 1 mM sodium azide, 2 mM TCEP, pH 7.0. The sample 587 

was centrifuged at 40,000 rpm at 20 °C for 7 hours and absorbance data were collected at 286 nm. Data 588 

were fit to a continuous size-distribution [c(s)] model using the program SEDPHAT (Vistica et al., 2004). 589 

 590 

NMR Experiments 591 

NMR measurements were collected at 10°C, using 300-350 M isotopically (13C/15N or 15N) labeled 592 

dLBD in a buffer at pH 6.5 composed of 10 mM sodium phosphate, 10 mM sodium chloride, 1 mM 593 
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sodium azide, 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, a protease inhibitor mixture (Roche Applied Science), and 2-2 594 

dimethylsilapentane-5-sulfonic acid for 1H chemical shifts referencing. Data for backbone assignments 595 

were collected on a Bruker Avance 850 MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe. Five-dimensional 596 

HN(CA)CONH and HabCabCONH experiments (Motackova et al., 2010; Novacek et al., 2011) and a 597 

three-dimensional HNCO experiment were acquired with non-uniform sampling of the indirectly detected 598 

dimensions and used for sequential assignment of 13C-15N- dLBD. 599 

Interaction of unlabeled LC8 and 13C-15N labeled dLBD was characterized by collecting three-600 

dimensional BEST-TROSY-HNCO spectra at multiple molar ratios of LC8, 1: 0.25 (dLBD: LC8), 1:1, 601 

1:2, 1:5, and 1:8. For the interaction of unlabeled LC8 with 15N-labeled QT2-4 (residues 271-341) or 602 

QT4-6 (residues 321-376), two-dimensional BEST-TROSY-HSQC spectra were collected at the molar 603 

ratios (QT2-4/QT4-6:LC8) 1:0.25, 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4. NMR titration data were analyzed and plotted by 604 

measuring peak volumes using Sparky and averaging over each 10 amino acid QT motif.  605 

HNCO-based R1 relaxation measurements experiments were recorded with relaxation delay times 606 

ranging from 11.2 to 2352 ms, and the R2 relaxation data were acquired using relaxation delays ranging 607 

from 14.4 to 259 ms. Sixteen total R1 or R2 experiments were recorded, including six duplicate 608 

experiments for error determination. Curve fitting was performed using the rate analysis script 609 

Sparky2Rate and the program Curvefit (A. G. Palmer, Columbia University). Steady-state 1H−15N 610 

heteronuclear NOEs were acquired using 6 s total saturation time. Error bars were determined from the 611 

intensities of the baseline noise using the formula σ/(NOE) = [(σIsat/Isat)
2 + (σIunsat/Iunsat)

2]1/2, where Isat and 612 

σIsat correspond to the intensity of the peak and its baseline noise. 613 

All two-dimensional spectra and the three-dimensional HNCO spectra were processed using 614 

TopSpin (Bruker Biosciences; RRID:SCR_014227), and the non- uniformly sampled five-dimensional 615 

HN(CA)CONH and HabCabCONH spectra were processed with Sparse Multidimensional Fourier 616 

Transform (the software for data processing is available online at the Warsaw University Laboratory 617 

(nmr.cent3.uw.edu.pl/software)). All spectra were analyzed with the graphical NMR assignment and 618 

integration software NMRFAM-Sparky (RRID:SCR_014228).  619 
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 620 

Analytical Size Exclusion Chromatography and Native Gel Titration 621 

hLBD at a concentration of 30 M was incubated with 600 M LC8 at various molar ratios: (hLBD:LC8) 622 

1:3, 1:5, 1:7, 1:9, 1:11, and 1:13. The complex was loaded on a Superdex 200 analytical column (GE 623 

healthcare) in binding bufferμ 50 mM sodium phosphate, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 1 mM 624 

sodium azide, pH 7.5. 100 or 200 l of protein samples were injected at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min at room 625 

temperature and samples were monitored by UV absorption at 280 nm.  626 

 For native gel electrophoresis titrations, dLBD or hLBD and LC8 were incubated at the molar 627 

ratios listed above and run on a 10% polyacrylamide gel at a constant 10 mAmps for 5-7 hours.   628 

 629 

Small Angle X-ray Scattering 630 

Small-angle X-ray scattering experiments were conducted at the ESRF BioSAXS beamline BM29 (Pernot 631 

et al., 2013) in Grenoble, France. dLBD and LC8 samples were purified as described above and dialyzed 632 

into binding buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, 50 mM sodium chloride, 10 mM beta-mercaptoethanol, 1 633 

mM sodium azide, pH 7.5) before SAXS measurements. 30 l of dLBD:LC8 complex (1:8 molar ratio) at 634 

five different concentrations for each sample (and buffer) were exposed to X-rays and scattering data 635 

collected using the robotic sample handling available at the beamline. 10 individual frames were collected 636 

for every exposure, each 2 seconds in duration using the Pilatus 1M detector (Dectris). Individual frames 637 

were processed automatically and independently within the EDNA framework, yielding individual 638 

radially averaged curves of normalized intensity versus scattering angle s=4πSinθ/ . Additional data 639 

reduction within EDNA utilizes the automatic data processing tools of EMBL-Hamburg ATSAS package 640 

(M. V. K. Petoukhov, P. V.; Kikhney A. G. ; Svergun D. I., 2007), to combine timeframes, excluding any 641 

data points affected by aggregation induced by radiation damage, yielding the average scattering curve for 642 

each exposure series. Matched buffer measurements taken before and after every sample were averaged 643 

and used for background subtraction. Merging of separate concentrations and further analysis steps were 644 

performed manually using the tools of the ATSAS package (M. V. K. Petoukhov, P. V.; Kikhney A. G. ; 645 
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Svergun D. I., 2007) (RRID:SCR_015648). The forward scattering I(0) radius of gyration, Rg were 646 

calculated from the Guinier approximation (A., 1938), the hydrated particle volume was computed using 647 

the Porod invariant (Porod, 1982) and the maximum particle size Dmax, was determined from the pair 648 

distribution function computed by GNOM (Svergun, 1992) using PRIMUS.  649 

 650 

Electron Microscopy 651 

Electron microscopy (EM) studies were conducted using dLBD and hLBD incubated with a molar excess 652 

of LC8, and the formed complexes were negatively stained for contrast enhancement using established 653 

protocols (Myers et al., 2017). Briefly, dLBD (50 nM) was mixed with LC8 at a molar ratio 1:8, and 654 

human hLBD peptide (50 nm) was mixed with LC8 at a molar ratio of 1:13, in EM buffer containing 20 655 

mM Tris, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM BME and 1 mM NaN3. A 3 l drop of sample was applied to a 656 

glow-discharged continuous carbon coated EM specimen grid (400 mesh Cu grid, Ted Pella). Excess 657 

protein was removed by blotting with filter paper and washing the grid two times with EM buffer. The 658 

specimen was then stained with freshly prepared 0.75% (wt vol-1) uranyl formate (SPI-Chem).  659 

Negatively stained specimens were visualized on a 120 kV TEM (iCorr, FEI) at a nominal 660 

magnification of 49,000x at the specimen level. Digital micrographs were recorded on a 2K x 2K CCD 661 

camera (FEI Eagle) with a calibrated pixel size of 4.37 Å pixel-1  and a defocus of 2.0 – 3.5 m.  For the 662 

dLBD-LC8 specimen, a total of 2,574 single particle images were extracted from ~300 micrographs, and 663 

for hLBD-LC8, 1,234 particles were extracted from ~200 micrographs. Complexes with clear oligomeric 664 

structure could be identified and were manually-selected using EMAN2 (Tang et al., 2007). Single 665 

particle images were extracted with a box size of 160 x 160 pixels and CTF-corrected (phase-flipped) in 666 

EMAN2. Reference-free 2D class averages were generated in EMAN2 and RELION 2.0 (Scheres, 2012) 667 

using CTF-corrected and high-pass filtered image datasets. Statistical analysis of oligomeric composition 668 

was performed by counting the number of subunits identified from single particle images and classifying 669 

them manually as 2 – 7mers (dLBD:LC8 complexes) or 2 – 11mers (hLBD:LC8 complexes) (Figure 5 – 670 

Figure Supplement 1). Particles that could not be confidently assigned were discarded, leaving 2,334 671 
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oligomers assigned for the dLBD:LC8 and 967 for hLBD:LC8 datasets. Complexes containing only a 672 

single LC8 dimer could not be distinguished from unbound LC8 particles, and were not included in our 673 

analysis. 674 

As a positive control, Nucleoporin159 (Nup159) in complex with LC8 was also prepared for 675 

negative stain EM under similar conditions to the dLBD/hLBD samples, and as previously described 676 

(Stelter et al., 2007) (not shown). As a negative control, we prepared EM grids with LC8 alone and 677 

dLBD/hLBD alone. No oligomeric structures (i.e. beads on a string) were observed in these images (not 678 

shown).  679 

Transcription Reporter Assays 680 

To measure transcriptional activity of ASCIZ mutants, six ASCIZ constructs were cloned into the pEGFP 681 

vector (Clontech): WT ASCIZ (1-823), ΔZnF (230-823), ASCIZ AAA1-4, ASCIZ AAA8-11, ASCIZ 682 

AAA5-11, and ASCIZ AAA1-4, 8-11. Approximately 2 kbp of the Dynll1 promoter was cloned into the 683 

pGL3 vector (Promega) upstream of the firefly luciferase gene as previously described (Jurado, Conlan, et 684 

al., 2012). Using FuGENE 6 (Promega), immortalized ASCIZ knockout mouse embryonic fibroblasts 685 

(MEFs) (Jurado et al., 2010) were co-transfected with ASCIZ constructs, the Dynll1 promoter, and a 686 

pRL-CMV vector containing Renilla luciferase for normalization of firefly/luciferase ratios. The 687 

authenticity of the ASCIZ knockout MEF cell line was verified by PCR genotyping of the ASCIZ locus. 688 

The cell line tested to be free from mycoplasma contamination using a MycoAlertTM mycoplasma 689 

detection kit (Lonza). 24 hours after transfection, cells were transferred to 96-well plates and incubated 690 

overnight before determining reporter gene activities using the dual-luciferase reporter assay kit 691 

(Promega) and a Polarstar Optima (BMG Labtechnologies) instrument. For assessment of protein 692 

expression levels, human U2OS cells were transfected with ASCIZ constructs using FuGENE 6 and were 693 

probed with ASCIZ antibody (McNees et al., 2005).  694 

 695 

 696 
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BMRB Accession Code 697 

The chemical shifts for dLBD ASCIZ have been deposited in the Biological Magnetic Resonance Data 698 

Bank under accession code 27412. 699 
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Figure 1 930 

 931 

Figure 1. LC8 dimerizes its protein partners. (a) Ribbon diagram of dimeric LC8, where each monomer is 932 
colored a different shade of blue and bound to a representative peptide in yellow (PDB 5E0L). A single 933 
LC8 dimer binds two peptides (intrinsically disordered region, IDR), one on each side of the dimerization 934 
interface, that are arranged in a parallel fashion. (b) A sequence logo of LC8 binding motifs derived from 935 
sequences of the motifs in the 11 crystal structures reported for LC8/peptide complexes. Height of amino 936 
acids indicates their relative frequency at that position. (c) A crystal structure of two LC8 dimers bound to 937 
two copies of the same intrinsically disordered chains illustrates how LC8 can bind to multivalent partner 938 
proteins with two LC8 recognition motifs, TQT1 and TQT2 (PDB 3GLW). (d) Sequence-based 939 
predictions of order (red boxes), disorder (blue lines), and LC8 binding motifs (dark blue bars) are shown 940 
for 10 ASCIZ proteins from the animal kingdom. ASCIZ proteins for different species were identified 941 
from a BLAST search (Boratyn et al., 2013) against the human protein. Sequence predictions of order and 942 
disorder were obtained with PSIPRED (McGuffin, Bryson, & Jones, 2000), where a criteria for order 943 
based on >10% probability of predicted structure in a 50+ amino acid stretch. LC8 binding sites for 944 
human ASCIZ and Drosophila ASCIZ were obtained from the literature (Rapali, Garcia-Mayoral, et al., 945 
2011; Zaytseva et al., 2014). Putative LC8 binding sites for the other species were identified based on the 946 
presence of TQT residues. 947 

  948 
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Figure 2 949 

 950 

Figure 2. Domain structures of dASCIZ. (a) Domain structure of dASCIZ, showing the dZnF domain 951 
(red) and 7 LC8 binding motifs in its C-terminal domain (blue). Dark blue bars indicate predicted TQT 952 
motifs and gray bars indicate the TMT motif (QT3) identified in this study. (b) Sedimentation velocity 953 
analysis of the dZnF domain (red), collected at 10 °C, and the dLBD (blue), collected at 25 °C. (c) Far 954 
UV CD spectrum of the ZnF domain (red squares) and the dLBD (blue circles), both collected at 10 °C. 955 
(d) [15N−1H]-BEST-TROSY spectrum at 850 MHz showing backbone assignments for 133 non-proline 956 
residues. Unassigned peaks correspond to the two additional N-terminal residues from the expression 957 
vector. The spectrum was recorded at 10 °C. (e) A plot of secondary chemical shift differences versus 958 
residue number. ΔCα and ΔCβ values were calculated by subtracting the random coil chemical shift from 959 
the experimentally determined chemical shift value (Tamiola, Acar, & Mulder, 2010). ΔCα − ΔCβ values 960 
> ± 1.0 ppm are considered to be significant. (f) Plots of R2/R1 and (g) heteronuclear NOE values 961 
measured at 10 °C per residue. A dotted line is placed at the average value of both plots to aid in 962 
visualization. Segments corresponding to LC8 recognition motifs, QT1, QT2, QT3, QT4, QT5, QT6, and 963 
QT7 are shown. Additional structural characterization of the dLBD by circular dichroism and gel 964 
filtration chromatography is shown in figure 2 - figure supplement 1. 965 
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Figure 2 - Figure supplement 1 966 
 967 

 968 
 969 
Figure 2 - Figure supplement 1. dLBD C-terminus is transiently structured. (a) Far UV CD spectrum of 970 
dLBD constructs collected at 10 °C: QT1-3 (red), QT2-4 (orange), QT4-6 (green), and QT4-7 (magenta). 971 
(b) Size exclusion chromatography of each construct from (a) depicts differences in retention time, using 972 
the same color scheme. Size exclusion chromatography was performed on a Superdex 75 10/300 column.  973 
  974 
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Figure 3  975 
 976 

 977 
Figure 3. LC8-dLBD interactions monitored by ITC. (a) Construct schematics of the dLBD, QT1-3, QT2-978 
4, QT4-6, and QT4-7 are shown, along with the locations of each TQT motif. A representative isothermal 979 
titration calorimetry thermogram of LC8 with the dLBD is shown on the right. (b) Representative 980 
thermograms of LC8 with constructs corresponding to QT1-3, QT2-4, QT4-6, and QT4-7. (c) 981 
Representative isothermal titration plots of LC8 with peptides corresponding to QT1p, QT2p, QT3p, 982 
QT4p, QT5p, QT6p, and QT7p. The interaction with QT3p is too weak to fit to the binding model, so 983 
interactions with buffer are plotted on top to show the difference between QT3p interaction with LC8 and 984 
buffer. Higher concentrations were not possible due to poor solubility of the QT3p. Data were fit to a 985 
single site binding model using Origin software.  986 
  987 
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Table 1 988 
 989 

Construct N 
Overall Kd 

(μM) 
Overall ΔH  
(kcal/mol) 

Overall TΔS  
(kcal/mol) 

Overall ΔG  
(kcal/mol) 

dLBD 7.3 1.4 ± 0.1 -5.3 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.4 -8.0 ±  0.4 

QT1-3 (241-324) 3.2 2.4 ±  0.1 -8.1 ± 0.4 -0.4 ± 0.6 -7.7 ±  0.4 

QT2-4 (271-341) 2.7 4.1 ±  0.2 -7.9 ±  0.4 -1.6 ± 0.5 -6.3 ±  0.3 

QT4-6 (321-376) 3.0 1.0 ±  0.1 -10.0 ± 0.5 -1.8 ± 0.6 -8.2 ±  0.4 

QT4-7 (321-388) 4.0 1.6 ±  0.4 -10.0 ± 0.5 -2.1 ± 0.6 -7.9 ±  0.4 

 990 
Table 1. Thermodynamic parameters of dASCIZ-LC8 interactions. 991 
 992 
 993 
 994 
 995 
 996 
 997 
 998 
Table 2 999 
 1000 

Peptide Peptide Sequence
a,b N Kd (μM) ΔH 

(kcal/mol) 
TΔS 

(kcal/mol) 
ΔG 

(kcal/mol) 

QT1p ymssQKLDMETQTEe 1.1 14 ± 3.5 -5.9 ± 0.3 0.7 ±  0.4 -6.6 ±  0.3 

QT2p ylapLLRDIETQTPd 1.0 7 ± 0.4 -9.2 ± 0.5 -2.2 ±  0.6 -7.0 ±  0.4 

QT3p ytpdTRGDIGTMTDd --- weak ----- ----- ----- 

QT4p  dlqTSAHMYTQTCd 1.1 15 ± 0.8 -8.7 ±  0.4 -2.1 ±  0.5 -6.6 ±  0.3 

QT5p  eelGLSHIQTQTHw 0.9 11 ± 0.6  -8.8 ± 0.4 -2.0 ± 0.5  -6.8 ± 0.3  

QT6p wpdgLYNTQHTQTCd 1.1 20 ± 1.0 -8.6 ± 0.4 -2.2 ±  0.5 -6.4 ±  0.3 

QT7p  epdNFQSTCTQTRw 1.1 10 ± 0.5 -7.8 ± 0.4 -0.9 ±  0.5 -6.9 ±  0.3 

 1001 
Table 2. Thermodynamic parameters of peptide-LC8 interactions. 1002 
a the 10-amino acid LC8 binding motif is capitalized  1003 
b non-native residues added to the N-terminus of each peptide to increase solubility or improve 1004 
concentration determination are underlined  1005 
 1006 
  1007 
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Figure 4 1008 
 1009 

 1010 
 1011 
Figure 4. ASCIZ and LC8 form a dynamic complex with low occupancy intermediates. (a) Representative 1012 
c(S) distributions obtained by sedimentation velocity are shown for the dLBD, LC8, and increasing molar 1013 
ratios of the dLBD: LC8; 1:1, 1:3, 1:6, and 1:10. The standardized sedimentation coefficients (s20,w) of 1014 
unbound LC8 and dLBD determined from sedimentation velocity are 2.42 S (frictional ratio, f/f0 = 1.21, 1015 
consistent with a globular protein) and 1.34 S (f/f0 = 1.84, consistent with an asymmetric or unfolded 1016 
protein), respectively. Calculation of the molecular weight from the sedimentation coefficient and 1017 
frictional ratio gave masses of 23 kDa and 18 kDa respectively, closely matching their theoretical masses 1018 
of 24 kDa for LC8 dimer and 17 kDa for dLBD monomer. Cartoon depictions of the ASCIZ dLBD (light 1019 
blue) and LC8 (dark blue) are shown to aid in visualization of the complexes formed at a 1:10 ratio. (b) 1020 
Native gel titration of dLBD with LC8. An increasing concentration of LC8 was added to a constant 1021 
amount of dLBD, from a molar ratio of (dLBD:LC8) 1:1 to 1:8. As more LC8 is added, the complex 1022 
migrates more slowly and excess LC8 appears at 1:4. (c) Native gel titration of hLBD with LC8. As an 1023 
increasing concentration of LC8 is added to a constant amount of hLBD. Arrows indicate the locations of 1024 
the low molecular weight (LMW) and high molecular weight (HMW) complex. (d) Titration of the hLBD 1025 
with LC8, monitored by size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 gel filtration column. The 1026 
concentration of hLBD is held constant and an increasing amount of LC8 is added, from a molar ratio of 1027 
1:3 to 1:13. Peaks corresponding to free hLBD, free LC8, low molecular weight complex (LMW) and 1028 
high molecular weight (HMW) complex are labeled. Additionally, SAXS data for the LMW dLBD:LC8 1029 
complex is shown in figure 4 - figure supplement 1. 1030 
  1031 
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Figure 4 - Figure supplement 1 1032 
 1033 

 1034 
Figure 4 - Figure supplement 1. SAXS data of dLBD:LC8 complex. (a) A Guinier plot of the experimental 1035 
scattering data is shown. The solid line represents the Guinier fit, where the linear fit was extended to q < 1036 
1.3/Rg (Kikhney & Svergun, 2015). (b) The real-space pairwise distribution (P(r)) function for the 1037 
dLBD:LC8 complex. The P(r) function was used to determine the Dmax, the maximum dimension of the 1038 
dLBD:LC8 complex in solution, as well as estimate the molecular weight of the complex(M. V. 1039 
Petoukhov et al., 2012). (c) Kratky plot of the dLBD:LC8 complex.  1040 
  1041 
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 1042 
Figure 5 1043 
 1044 

 1045 
 1046 
Figure 5. dLBD:LC8 and hLBD:LC8 complexes visualized by negative stain electron microscopy. (a) 1047 
Representative micrograph of negatively stained hLBD:LC8 complexes. Identified oligomeric complexes 1048 
are boxed. Non-oligomeric LC8 dimers are indicated by arrowheads. Scale bar = 100 nm. dLBD:LC8 1049 
micrographs had the same appearance (not shown). (b) Representative 2D projection averages of (top) 1050 
dLBD:LC8 oligomers and (bottom) hLBD:LC8 oligomers. Only low-occupancy oligomers with 2 – 4 1051 
LC8 dimers (2mer – 4mers) were successfully averaged. Higher-occupancy oligomers were identified in 1052 
raw micrographs (Figure 5 - figure supplement 1), but were not averaged due to low population and/or 1053 
high degree of conformational flexibility. Scale bar = 20 nm. (c) Histogram showing the normalized 1054 
population distribution of LC8 occupancy in complexes formed with dLBD (grey) and hLBD (black), 1055 
identified from raw micrographs. The population of complexes formed with a single LC8 dimer were not 1056 
determined (n.d.) (d) Illustration representing the distribution of LC8 occupancy and conformational 1057 
flexibility observed in hLBD:LC8 complexes.  1058 
 1059 
 1060 
 1061 
  1062 
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Figure 5 - Figure supplement 1 1063 
 1064 

 1065 
 1066 
Figure 5 - Figure supplement 1. Single particle images of dLBD:LC8 and hLBD:LC8 complexes. (a) 1067 
Representative images of negatively stained (a) dLBD:LC8 complexes and (b) hLBD:LC8 complexes 1068 
extracted from raw micrographs. Each particle is annotated to indicate the assigned occupancy of LC8 1069 
dimers used for statistical analysis in Figure 5. The classification of 7+ in panels a and b, indicates the 1070 
possibility of a higher-order structure that is not fully resolved. Scale bars = 20 nm. 1071 
  1072 
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Figure 6 1073 
 1074 

 1075 
Figure 6.  NMR titration of the dLBD with LC8. Relative intensities of non-proline NH peaks in 15N-13C-1076 
HNCO spectra are shown for (a) dLBD, (b) QT2-4, and (c) QT4-6 titrated with LC8 at molar ratios of 1077 
1:0.25, 1:1, 1:2, 1:5, and 1:8. Peak intensities (I) are given relative to the intensity of the same peak in free 1078 
peptide (I0). Above (a) are 1D NMR slices of representative amino acids from TQT motifs QT1 (T261), 1079 
QT3 (T294), QT4 (T332), QT7 (T382) and a control (S244). Representative slices of HNCO spectra from 1080 
multiple titration points are shown in Figure 6 - figure supplement 1. (d-g) The I/I0 data are alternatively 1081 
plotted as the average intensity ratio for each 10-amino acid motif versus the molar ratio of dLBD:LC8. 1082 
For the dLBD complex, titration curves of individual motifs cluster in two groups having higher (d) or 1083 
lower (e) average intensity ratios at the same dLBD:LC8 molar ratio.  Similarly, for the two shorter 1084 
constructs, plots of average I/I0 for individual motifs cluster in two groups, motifs in QT2-4:LC8 having 1085 
higher intensity ratios (f), and motifs in QT4-6:LC8 having lower intensity ratios (g).  Motif designations 1086 
in (d) and in (f) are: QT1 (triangle), QT2 (square), QT3 (diamond). Motif designations in (e) and (g) are: 1087 
QT4 (triangles), QT5 (squares), QT6 (diamond), and QT7 (circle). Note that complete peak attenuation at 1088 
any titration point is given a value of 0 (Figure 6g). In (d) values are shown for a negative control group 1089 
(crosses, dotted line) comprised of those measurable at saturating LC8 concentration in the first 8 amino 1090 
acids, 241-249. In panels (d-g), solid curves are to guide the eye. 1091 

  1092 
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Figure 6 - Figure supplement 1 1093 

 1094 

Figure 6 - Figure supplement 1. Representative HNCO slices of dLBD titration with LC8. Shown are 1095 
representative peaks from HNCO spectra depicting a loss of intensity with an increasing LC8 1096 
concentration. Colors are the same as Figure 6a: free dSQTQ (black), 1 LBD: 0.25 LC8 (red), 1:1 1097 
(orange), 1:2 (gold), 1:5 (blue), and 1:8 (dark blue).  1098 

 1099 

 1100 

 1101 

 1102 

Table 3 1103 

Construct N 
Overall 

Kd (μM) 
Overall ΔH  
(kcal/mol) 

Overall TΔS  
(kcal/mol) 

Overall ΔG  
(kcal/mol) 

hLBD 11.2 0.9 ± 0.1 -10.6 ± 0.5 -2.4 ± 0.6 -8.2 ±  0.4 

AAA8-11 6.7 0.7 ±  0.1 -10.4 ± 0.5 -2.0 ± 0.6 -8.4 ±  0.4 

AAA1-4 6.6 2.7 ±  0.1 -12.6 ± 0.6 -5.0 ± 0.7 -7.6 ±  0.4 

AAA5-11 4.2 1.5  ±  0.1  -9.2 ±  0.5 -1.3 ±  0.6 -7.9 ±  0.4 

AAA1-4, 8-11 2.5 4.4 ±  0.2 -12.2 ±  0.6 -4.9 ± 0.7 -7.3 ±  0.4 

 1104 

Table 3. Thermodynamic parameters of ASCIZ-LC8 interactions. 1105 

  1106 
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Figure 7  1107 

 1108 

 1109 

Figure 7. The number of LC8 recognition motifs tunes ASCIZ transcriptional activity. (a) Domain 1110 
structure of human ASCIZ, showing 11 LC8 binding motifs as blue bars. Additional non-TQT motifs are 1111 
shown as gray bars. (b) Shown are representative isothermal titration plots of LC8 with the hLBD and 1112 
constructs with four (AAA1-4 and AAA8-11), seven (AAA5-11), eight (AAA1-4, 8-11), or fourteen 1113 
(AAA-all) mutant LC8 binding sites. Data were fit to a single site binding model using Origin software. 1114 
(c) Firefly luciferase reporter assays of ASCIZ knockout mouse embryo fibroblast cells transiently 1115 
transfected with WT human ASCIZ (blue), a zinc finger deletion construct (red), and ASCIZ mutant 1116 
constructs AAA1-4, AAA8-11, AAA5-11, AAA1-4, 8-11, or AAA-all (shades of orange), along with the 1117 
Dynll1 luciferase and Renilla luciferase vectors. The number of available motifs is indicated above each 1118 
construct. Error bars are ± S.E. relative to Renilla luciferase as a control. Asterisks (*) indicate p-values 1119 
less than 0.01. Data is the average of 2-4 independent experiments. Although the differences in 1120 
transcriptional activity between each construct is small, the overall trend indicates an increase in 1121 
transcriptional activity with a decrease in available binding motifs. A western blot depicting expression of 1122 
the ASCIZ constructs is shown in figure 7 - figure supplement 1. (d) Binding affinity of each construct for 1123 
LC8 is plotted against luciferase activity. Data points are colored according to (c). The AAA-all construct 1124 
is excluded from the graph because it does not bind to LC8.       1125 

  1126 
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Figure 7 - Figure supplement 1 1127 

 1128 

Figure 7 - Figure supplement 1. Western blot of ASCIZ constructs. Western blot analysis of human U2OS 1129 
cells transiently transfected with ASCIZ constructs from (Figure 7c), probed with ASCIZ antibody.  1130 

 1131 
 1132 
 1133 
 1134 
 1135 
 1136 
Figure 8  1137 

 1138 
Figure 8. Model of ASCIZ regulation of LC8 transcription. A proposed model of LC8 transcriptional 1139 
regulation is shown for dASCIZ, which also applies to the human protein. Free LC8 dimers (dark blue) 1140 
bind to ASCIZ and modulate transcriptional activity. Transcriptional activity is lowest when ASCIZ 1141 
recognition motifs are fully occupied by LC8 (left) and is highest when ASCIZ is bound to a small 1142 
number of LC8 dimers or not bound to LC8 (right). A dynamic, low-occupancy complexes (center) are 1143 
composed of ASCIZ bound to 2-4 LC8 dimers. LC8 that is produced upon ASCIZ transcription returns to 1144 
the pool of free LC8.  1145 
  1146 
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Figure 1 – source data 1: A list of the 10-amino acid motifs and PDB identification codes for the 11 LC8-1147 
peptide crystal structures that were used to generate the sequence logo in Figure 1b.  1148 
 1149 
Figure 2 – source data 1: Tables containing the NMR data that were used to generate the graphs in 1150 
Figures 2e-g. C and C chemical shifts are listed for Figure 2e, R1 and R2 relaxation rates for Figure 2f, 1151 
and Iunsat/Isat

 values for Figure 2g.  1152 
 1153 
Figure 6 – source data 1: A table of the average I/I0 values for each 10-amino acid motif in the dLBD 1154 
construct, QT2-4 construct, and QT4-6 construct. These values were used to create the graphs in Figure 1155 
6e-g. 1156 
 1157 
Figure 7 – source data 1: The raw data from the firefly luciferase reporter assays, shown for each ASCIZ 1158 
construct.   1159 
 1160 
 1161 
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